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Abstract Species confined to temporally stable habitats

are usually susceptible to habitat fragmentation, as living in

long-lasting habitats is predicted to constrain evolution of

dispersal ability. In Europe, saproxylic invertebrates asso-

ciated with tree hollows are currently threatened due to the

severe fragmentation of their habitat, but data on the

population genetic consequences of such habitat decline

are still scarce. By employing AFLP markers, we com-

pared the spatial genetic structure of two ecologically and

taxonomically related beetle species, Osmoderma barna-

bita and Protaetia marmorata (Cetoniidae). Both species

are exclusively associated with tree hollows, but O. bar-

nabita has a more restricted host preferences compared to

P. marmorata. Analyses of spatial autocorrelation showed,

in line with the predicted low dispersal potential of these

saproxylic beetles, that both species are characterized by a

strong kinship structure, which was more pronounced in

the specialist O. barnabita than in the generalist P. mar-

morata. Individuals of both species sampled within single

trees showed high relatedness (&0.50 in O. barnabita and

&0.15 in P. marmorata). Interestingly, groups of phero-

mone-emitting O. barnabita males sampled on the same

tree trunk were found to be full brothers. Whether this

result can be explained by kin selection to increase

attraction of conspecific females for mating or by severe

inbreeding of beetles within individual tree hollows needs

further study. Although our studied populations were sig-

nificantly inbred, our results suggest that the dispersal

ability of Osmoderma beetles may be one order of mag-

nitude greater than suggested by previous dispersal studies

and acceptable levels of habitat fragmentation for meta-

population survival may be bigger than previously thought.

Keywords Saproxylic beetles � Tree hollows � Spatial

genetic structure � Inbreeding � AFLP � Bayesian inference

Introduction

Habitat destruction and fragmentation is predicted to cause

severe genetic consequences for many species, as the

ability to disperse between habitat patches will be con-

strained (Fahrig 2003). A reduced rate of dispersals

between patches will presumably increase genetic differ-

entiation between populations, and genetic drift will

decrease genetic variation within populations. As a result,

remnant local populations experiencing increased levels of

inbreeding will have a lower capacity to adapt to a

changing environment, which subsequently increases the

risk of extinction (Frankham 2005). It has been hypothe-

sized that the evolution of dispersal behaviour could be

related to habitat longevity and environmental predict-

ability (e.g. Travis and Dytham 1999). Species occupying

habitats with low temporal but high spatial variability are

predicted to be more susceptible to habitat fragmentation

than species confined to more ephemeral habitats. Thus,

living in habitats with low turnover rate will constrain

evolution of dispersal capacity (Roff 1975; Levin et al.

1984; Nilsson and Baranowski 1997). In contrast, living in

habitats, which are abundant and uniformly distributed in
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the landscape should favour evolution of dispersal towards

higher rates (Hastings 1983; Holt 1985; Travis and Dytham

1999). However, theoretical models have also suggested

that at least some level of dispersal would be advantageous

under all regimes of spatial and temporal heterogeneity

(Travis and Dytham 1998).

In Europe, hollows in large trees represent an extremely

stable habitat, which could remain suitable for the specia-

lised invertebrate fauna for hundreds of years (Ranius et al.

2009). Such hollow trees are therefore expected to have

many species well adapted to this kind of stable habitat and

therefore demonstrating low dispersal abilities (Nilsson and

Baranowski 1997). However, individual tree hollows can

differ significantly in several characteristics, such as the

wood mould volume, the size and direction of the entrance

hole (Ranius and Nilsson 1997), or tree species identity

(Oleksa et al. 2006, 2007). In general, large cavities with a

stable microclimate developed only in the largest trees are

the most rare resource (Sedgeley 2001). Such cavities with

large amounts of wood mould harbour a specialized

invertebrate fauna (Dajoz 2000). Due to the felling of many

over-mature trees in Europe during the last centuries, this

habitat has decreased severely, which has rendered

numerous insect species associated with large-volume

hollows among the most threatened species (Speight 1989).

However, habitat fragmentation should have a more det-

rimental effect on specialists confined to few tree species

compared to generalists confined to a larger number of tree

species because the dispersal capacity should be lower for

specialists than for generalists of hollow-living species, and

the distribution of habitat patches of sufficiently high

quality in the landscape should be less predictable for the

specialists compared to the generalists (Futuyma and Mo-

reno 1988; Brouat et al. 2003; Zayed et al. 2005).

The hypothesis that specialists are more vulnerable to

increased isolation than generalists can be addressed by

comparing the genetic population structure between closely

related species with overlapping distributions but different

niche breadth, thus controlling for both phylogenetic and

geographic effects. In this study, we investigated the

genetic population structure of two species of scarab bee-

tles (subfamily Cetoniinae), which are exclusively confined

to tree hollows, where the larvae feed on wood mould or

decaying wood. The hermit beetle, Osmoderma barnabita,

has restricted preference for certain tree species in the area

under study (especially lime Tilia cordata; Oleksa et al.

2007), whereas the marbled rose chafer, Protaetia mar-

morata, has a broader ecological niche and shows no

preferences for tree species (Oleksa et al. 2006). According

to the theoretical models of dispersal (reviewed by Futu-

yma and Moreno 1988), we would expect lower dispersal

rates and dispersal distances in the more specialised

O. barnabita. Indeed, previous dispersal studies of the

sister species O. eremita, including mark-release-recapture

(Ranius and Hedin 2001) and radio-tracking (Hedin et al.

2008; Svensson et al. 2011) have revealed low dispersal

rates and ranges in that species, with most recorded dis-

persals being shorter than 100 m. Whereas the use of a

pheromone-based trapping system has greatly aided the

analysis of dispersal behaviour and population estimates in

the European hermit beetles (Larsson and Svensson 2009;

Svensson et al. 2011), no pheromone has yet been identi-

fied for P. marmorata, and no estimates of its dispersal

capacity are available. A major constraint in using mark-

release-recapture, pheromone trapping, or telemetry to

study dispersal is that long-range dispersals are extremely

difficult to detect, which may skew the data toward lower

dispersal distances. An alternative approach to study dis-

persal would be to use molecular markers to characterize

spatial genetic structure of populations of a species and

indirectly quantify dispersal and gene flow between such

populations to evaluate its vulnerability to habitat

fragmentation.

In this study we used AFLP (Amplified Fragment

Length Polymorphism) markers to test whether the popu-

lation genetic structure of the species with a narrow niche

breadth (O. barnabita) would be more affected by isolation

by distance than the species with a broader niche breadth

(P. marmorata). We predicted that: (1) the spatial genetic

structure should be stronger for O. barnabita than for

P. marmorata; (2) the presumably lower dispersal capacity

in O. barnabita would result in higher level of inbreeding

compared to the presumably more mobile P. marmorata.

We hoped that the results of our study could be used when

designing efficient conservation strategies for these

species.

Materials and methods

Studied organisms

Hermit beetles of the genus Osmoderma LePeletier de

Saint-Fargeau & Serville, 1828 are known for their fruity

odour, which is released in large amounts by males

(Larsson et al. 2003; Svensson et al. 2009). During the last

decade, European hermit beetles have emerged as a major

model species for ecological research on insects associated

with hollow deciduous trees in Europe (Ranius et al. 2005).

As an indicator species of the species-rich fauna of sapr-

oxylic insects, Osmoderma eremita is listed as a priority

species in Annex IV of the EU’s Habitat Directive

(Anonymous 1992). Historically, there has been consider-

able confusion regarding the taxonomic status of Osmo-

derma populations in Europe, with up to five distinct

species or subspecies distinguished within the O. eremita
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species group based on subtle geographical variation in

morphology (reviewed in Audisio et al. 2007). Two highly

supported clades could be distinguished, the western

(including O. eremita s.str (Scopoli, 1763). and O. cristi-

nae Sparacio, 1994), distributed from Sicily and northern

Spain to Sweden, and the eastern (O. barnabita Motsc-

hulsky, 1845 and O. lassalei Baraud & Tauzin, 1991),

occurring throughout Eastern Europe (Audisio et al. 2009).

Since ecological studies that would indicate the differences

between putative Osmoderma species are so far missing,

there is still no agreement whether these taxa should be

treated as separate species or only subspecies within

O. eremita in a broad meaning. According to the division

proposed by Audisio et al. (2009) the population investi-

gated in this study was identified as O. barnabita, which

was verified by sequencing analysis of the COI region

(Svensson et al. 2009, sequences deposited in GeneBank

under numbers FJ98457–FJ984581) and PCR–RFLP anal-

yses (Oleksa et al. unpubl. data).

Beetles of the O. eremita species complex inhabit hol-

lows developing in several tree species (Ranius et al. 2005;

Oleksa 2009). In the study area O. barnabita occurs mainly

on T. cordata, but it has been found also on six other tree

species (Alnus glutinosa, Quercus robur, Fraxinus excel-

sior, Aesculus hippocastanum, Carpinus betulus and Salix

alba; Oleksa et al. 2007). However, when the occurrence of

O. barnabita was compared with host tree accessibility (the

number of suitable trees), it turned out that T. cordata was

highly preferred, while occupancy in other species did not

deviate from their relative occurrence in the area, and some

trees were even avoided (especially Acer spp.). In addition,

Dubois et al. (2009a, b) demonstrated that O. eremita

preferred or avoided several tree species, but also that the

abundance of preferred tree species varied geographically.

Protaetia marmorata (Herbst, 1786) (also known as

Liocola marmorata or Protaetia lugubris) is regarded as

being a species of least concern according to recent evalua-

tion of the threat status of European beetles (Nieto and

Alexander 2010). The species seems to be more common in

the eastern parts of Europe and Burakowski et al. (1983)

claimed that it has a more continental distribution. It is

considered vulnerable in Germany (Geiser et al. 1984) and

endangered in Austria (Jäch et al. 1994). In Sweden, its range

contracted during the last century and the species completely

disappeared from the southwestern part of the country

(Nilsson et al. 2002). The conservation status of P. marmo-

rata in Poland has not been systematically evaluated, and so

far it is not protected despite its assumed status of being

critically endangered (Bunalski 2008). However, it is locally

abundant in the survey area of this study and much more

widespread than O. barnabita. Oleksa and Gawroński (2006)

found its presence in 70 of 165 surveyed 2.5 9 2.5 km

squares (42.4 %), while O. barnabita occurred in only 45

squares (27.3 %). In addition, P. marmorata shows no clear

preferences for tree species. It was found on seven species in

the study area (T. cordata, F. excelsior, Acer platanoides,

Q. robur, C. betulus, S. alba and A. glutinosa), but its dis-

tribution was random with respect to tree species identity

(i.e. number of occupied trees of each species was dependent

only on their availability, Oleksa et al. 2006). Given the

prevalence of hollow trees of different species (Oleksa et al.

2006, 2007 and unpublished habitat inventories), suitable

host trees for P. marmorata are approximately 1.5 times

more frequent than appropriate trees for O. barnabita.

Area under study

For this study, samples of O. barnabita and P. marmorata

were collected in rural avenues in northern Poland in 2008

and 2009 in the area between the Lower Vistula Valley and

the Great Masurian Lakes, between 18�560–21�430E and

53�160–54�190N (Fig. 1). The study area is dominated by a

rural landscape rich in avenues with trees planted along

roads. Some of the avenues are dating back to the early 18th

century, when the kings of Prussia mandated the planting of

trees along most roads of their realm (Płoski 2009). Today

the most common tree species in these avenues is T. cordata

(ca. 50 % of all trees in avenues), followed by Q. robur,

F. excelsior, and A. platanoides (each species representing

approx. 10 % of all trees, Oleksa et al. 2006, 2007).

Sampling

Sampling was designed to quantify the spatial structure of

genetic data over different spatial scales, from a few meters

to over 100 km. In studies of this kind the potential difficulty

is to design sampling in order to capture real spatial extent of

a process. In our study we employed spatially nested design,

which outperforms other sampling strategies in identifica-

tion of real spatial scale of a pattern (Fortin and Dale 2005).

The distances between sampling locations varied to cover

different spatial scales, from species daily movement to

beyond putative dispersal capacity. Within the whole region,

we randomly selected several avenues recognized as occu-

pied by the studied beetles in previous studies (Oleksa et al.

2006, 2007; Oleksa 2009). Samples were collected within

selected sections of tree-lined roads in a continuous manner

so as to provide a large number of pair-wise comparisons

between genotypes for different geographical distances.

Beetles were caught with pheromone traps (only O. barna-

bita) or directly on tree trunks and within cavities. Phero-

mone traps were suspended from tree branches and

dispensers were loaded with the male-produced sex phero-

mone of O. barnabita, (R)-(?)-c-decalactone, or a racemic

mixture (for detailed information about the trapping method,

see Svensson et al. 2009).
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For collection of beetle tissue, the tarsus of one middle

leg was cut off with scissors and stored in absolute ethanol.

After amputation of tarsi, the beetles were released back

into the hollow entrances, or placed on a tree trunk close to

the pheromone trap they were captured in. At the beginning

of the study, six treated P. marmorata were kept in the

laboratory for over 10 months, which indicated that the

amputation of tarsi did not cause increased mortality, at

least under laboratory conditions. This is likely to be true

also under natural conditions, as we regularly recaptured

Fig. 1 Locations in Northern Poland, where samples of O. barnabita (upper panel) and P. marmorata (lower panel) were collected. Numbers
denote sites included in population-level analyses, where at least 10 individuals were collected
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individuals with missing tarsi. Altogether, samples from

200 individuals of both species were collected and pre-

served in -20 �C until DNA extraction.

DNA extraction and AFLP analysis

Genomic DNA was extracted using the Insect Easy DNA

Kit (EZNA) (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, GA, USA) fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s protocol. High quality DNA

isolates were obtained for 164 individuals of O. barnabita

and 175 P. marmorata and only these samples were

included in further analyses. The AFLP analysis generally

followed the original protocol by Vos et al. (1995).

Restriction-ligation reactions were carried out in a total

volume of 10 ll. A single reaction contained 500 ng of

genomic DNA, 5 U EcoRI (MBI Fermentas, Vilnius,

Lithuania) and 5 U TruI (MseI isoschizomer) (Fermentas),

1.5 U T4 DNA Ligase (Fermentas), 19 T4 DNA Ligase

Buffer (Fermentas), 0.05 % BSA, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 pmol/

ll E-Adaptor and 5 pmol/ll M-Adaptor. Reactions were

carried out at room temperature overnight and then diluted

59 with H2O in order to obtain PCR matrices (pre-matrix

DNA) for pre-selective amplification.

Pre-selective amplifications were carried out in 10 ll

total volume. A pre-selective PCR mixture contained 2 ll

pre-matrix DNA, 19 Qiagen Master Mix (Qiagen Taq PCR

Master Mix Kit; Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), 0.5 lM

E-primer (E ? A) and 0.5 lM M-primer (M ? C).

Amplification was carried out using the following program:

72 �C for 2 min, 20 cycles of 94 �C for 20 s, 56 �C for

30 s and 72 �C for 2 min, and finally 60 �C for 30 min. A

product of pre-selective PCR was diluted 20 times in order

to obtain a PCR matrix for selective amplification (sel-

matrix DNA).

Selective amplifications were carried out in 10 ll total

volumes, consisting of 3 ll sel-matrix DNA, 19 Qiagen

Master Mix, 0.5 lM FAM-labelled E-primer (E ? ACA or

E ? ACG) and 0.5 lM M-primer (M ? CAC, M ? CGG,

M ? CCCC or M ? CCCT). PCR reaction was performed

with the following program: 94 �C for 2 min., 10 cycles of

94 �C for 20 s, 66 �C (-1� per cycle) for 30 s and 72 �C

for 2 min, 20 cycles of 94 �C for 30 s, 56 �C for 30 s and

60 �C for 30 min. Both pre-selective and selective ampli-

fications were carried out using PTC200 thermocycler

(BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). Reproducibility of results

was tested by carrying out the whole AFLP protocol twice

for 20 individual samples randomly chosen across popu-

lations as recommended by Bonin et al. (2004).

The products of selective amplifications were sized

using automated capillary sequencer ABI3130XL (Appl-

lied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and the manu-

facturer’s Genescan 3.7 software. AFLP profiles were then

subjected to visual assessment in order to eliminate outlier

samples in Genotyper 3.7 software (Applied Biosystems).

Then, all peaks in a profile within the range 60–400 bp

were automatically labelled and bins were created based on

all labelled peaks. Automatically created bins were visually

checked to ensure that the bin was centred on the distri-

bution of peaks within the bin. We also removed bins that

had AFLP fragments that differed in size by more than

1 bp, bins with fragment-length distributions that over-

lapped with adjacent bins to reduce the occurrence of

homoplasy (Vekemans et al. 2002) and bins with low

polymorphism (3 % \ frequency of dominant haplo-

type \ 97 %). Raw peak intensity data output from

Genotyper were subsequently transformed into a binary

data matrix with AFLPScore R-script (Whitlock et al.

2008).

Statistical methods

Genetic variation

Studied beetles are distributed across the landscape along

tree-lined roads and without complete inventory of avenues

over the whole region it is difficult to indicate clear dis-

continuities that could be used to specify the boundaries

between populations. However, for the purposes of analysis

we assumed that the beetles caught along one tree-lined

road and isolated by more than 1 km from other sampling

sites formed distinct group of individuals (‘‘population’’).

To avoid bias resulting from small sample size, for esti-

mation of variation we included only sites where at least 10

individuals were sampled (Fig. 1, Table 1). For each pop-

ulation, after estimating allelic frequencies with a Bayesian

method, assuming a non-uniform prior distribution of allele

frequencies (AFLP-SURV ver.1.0, Vekemans et al. 2002),

the following statistics were computed: number and pro-

portion of polymorphic loci at the 5 % level; expected

heterozygosity or Nei’s gene diversity (Hj) and Wright’s

FST.

Spatial genetic structure

To check for the relationship between genetic and geo-

graphic pair-wise distances, we used Mantel’s test (Mantel

1967) in the PAST software package (Hammer et al. 2001)

to calculate the correlation between matrices of genetic

distances (linearized FST transformation FST/(1 - FST))

and log-transformed geographic distances (Slatkin 1995).

However, this population-based approach assumes an

island model of population structure, which may not reflect

the true structure. Assigning sampling individuals to dis-

crete groups even if the population is continuously dis-

tributed could result in failure to detect the real spatial

genetic structure (Schwartz and McKelvey 2009).
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Therefore we applied spatial autocorrelation analysis using

a multi-locus kinship coefficient (Hardy and Vekemans

1999). In contrast to population genetic estimators, which

require averaging across populations or hierarchical levels,

spatial autocorrelation makes no assumptions about the

spatial scale of structuring in populations. Moreover,

autocorrelation method makes full benefit of data from all

pairs of individual locations across the sampled space and

therefore accesses much more of the available information

at the population scale than usually applied population

genetic estimators. The analysis was carried out for AFLP

markers using SPAGeDi ver. 1.3 software (Hardy and

Vekemans 2002). To visualize the strength of spatial

genetic structure, we plotted average pair-wise kinship

coefficients against distance classes. Because the relation-

ship between kinship coefficients and distance typically

takes log-linear form (Rousset 2000), major changes in the

spatial genetic structure are supposed to occur at closer

distances. Therefore distance intervals for kinship com-

parisons were constructed in such a way that each suc-

cessive interval was 2–2.5 times longer than the previous.

These classes were selected empirically to get as much

detailed overview of the spatial genetic structure as pos-

sible while simultaneously obtaining the smoothed curves

(Olivier Hardy, pers. com.). Average pairwise kinship

coefficient per geographic distance interval was computed

for the following distance classes: approx. 1 m (=within a

single tree), 25 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200 m, 400 m, 800 m,

1.6 km, 3.2 km, 6.4 km, 12.8 km, 25.6 km, 51.2 km, 102.4

and over 102.4 km (O. barnabita) and 1 m, 150 m, 375 m,

937.5 m, 2.34 km, 5.86 km, 14.65 km, 36.62 km,

91.55 km and over 91.55 km (P. marmorata). Confidence

intervals around observed average kinship coefficients for a

given distance class were obtained from standard errors

calculated by jack-knifing data over loci. The differences in

the adopted distance classes were associated with different

numbers of samples collected at closer distances. For

O. barnabita, it was possible to get more samples from less

distant trees due to males’ behaviour of perching around

hollow entrances when emitting sex pheromones and

achieve more detailed description of pairwise kinship

coefficient at closer distances. It should be noted, however,

that the estimation of the total regression parameters was

computed over the complete data from all pairwise com-

parisons and was not dependent on the assumed distance

classes.

Under isolation-by-distance, given drift-dispersal equ-

librium, kinship is a linear function of logarithm of dis-

tance between individuals (Rousset 2000). Therefore, in

order to illustrate intensity of the spatial genetic structure,

we estimated Sp = -b1/(1 - f (1)) index (Vekemans and

Hardy 2004), where b1 is a slope of a log-linear regression

between observed kinship and a distance between indi-

viduals, and f(1) is the average kinship for the first distance

class. Given that Sp is inversely proportional to the effec-

tive size of the Wright’s neighbourhood (Nb), the latter

parameter was also calculated. The confidence intervals

were estimated using the standard error calculated by jack-

knifing over loci. Finally, Nb estimates were used to

approximate an axial variance of dispersal (r), a measure

of a total gene flow close to the average distance of dis-

persal. Nonetheless, as the effective density (De, expressed

as number of individuals/km2) remains unknown, a series

of guesses on De (Table 3) were used in the estimation.

Based on our mark-release-recapture survey (Svensson

et al. 2009, 2011) we expect that the population density in

the studied landscape was not higher than 50 individual per

1 km2. Given the high inbreeding levels, strong spatial

structuring and the lack of gene flow between cohorts

resulting from 3 to 4 year life cycle we could expect that

the effective population density could be even one order of

magnitude smaller than the census density (Waples 2002).

The estimation of r was performed using an iterative

procedure implemented in SPAGeDi, based on the

regression restricted to a distance range from r to 20r.

Table 1 Proportion o polymorphic loci (PLP) at the 5 % level and

expected heterozygosities under Hardy–Weinberg genotypic propor-

tions (Hj)

Species/population id n PLP Hj SE(Hj)

O. barnabita

1 19 89.5 0.303 0.0155

2 10 56.8 0.160 0.0167

3 11 73.7 0.251 0.0195

4 15 58.9 0.198 0.0188

5 20 63.2 0.195 0.0169

6 13 46.3 0.189 0.0178

7 11 55.8 0.165 0.0181

Mean 14.1 63.5 0.209 0.0024

P. marmorata

1 13 82.0 0.288 0.0185

2 17 83.1 0.288 0.0177

3 12 77.5 0.286 0.0199

4 13 83.1 0.287 0.0194

5 10 78.7 0.296 0.0194

6 11 82.0 0.292 0.0191

7 14 84.3 0.291 0.0194

8 13 75.3 0.270 0.0200

9 10 79.8 0.299 0.0189

10 11 77.5 0.289 0.0190

11 12 82.0 0.306 0.0195

Mean 12.4 80.5 0.290 0.0024

For population numbering see Fig. 1
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Since our main focus was to study spatial genetic

structure (SGS) and SGS may arise both due to isolation by

distance or due to spatial variation of selective forces

affecting distribution of alleles of specific loci (Beaumont

and Nichols 1996; Beaumont and Balding 2004), only

neutral loci were included in the analyses of SGS. For this

purpose, we used Mcheza, the AFLP-dedicated version of

Lositan (Antao and Beaumont 2011) to identify outlier loci,

i.e. the loci considered to be candidates for directional and

stabilizing selection. Mcheza implements popular DFDiSt

method for dominant markers (Beaumont and Nichols

1996) which relies on a Bayesian estimate of locus fre-

quency (Zhivotovsky 1999). Locus-specific FST values

were estimated from a simulated distribution of 50,000

iterations using an infinite alleles model. The resulting

distribution was used to find outliers. Outlier loci falling

above the 0.99 quantile were considered putatively under

directional selection, while under stabilizing selection

when falling under 0.01. These markers were omitted from

the further SGS and inbreeding analyses.

Inbreeding

AFLP markers were analysed under the assumption of

complete dominance (binary data). Hence, inference about

inbreeding needs simultaneous estimation of allele fre-

quencies and the inbreeding coefficient, based on pheno-

types. The estimation was carried out using a Bayesian

method introduced by Chybicki et al. (2011) and imple-

mented in I4A computer program. The method is a modi-

fication of simultaneous estimation of null alleles and

inbreeding coefficient elaborated for codominant markers

(Vogl et al. 2002; Chybicki and Burczyk 2009). The esti-

mation procedures are described in details in the manual

accompanying the software (Chybicki 2010). Briefly, the

method assumes that a sample of individuals, genotyped at

AFLP loci, is randomly taken from a population charac-

terized by an unknown average inbreeding coefficient (F).

Each sampled individual is characterized by an individual

inbreeding coefficient (Fi) that by assumption follows a

beta distribution. Generally, a probability of observing a

multilocus phenotype is a function of both (unknown)

allele frequencies and (unknown) individual inbreeding

coefficient (as a proportion of identical by descent alleles in

genotype of an individual). Using a Markov Chain Monte

Carlo approach (mixed Gibbs-Metropolis algorithm), I4A

estimates simultaneously marginal posterior distributions

of the average inbreeding coefficient and allele frequencies

given provided phenotypic data. Our estimates were

obtained after 100,000 steps, after 10,000 burn-in steps.

Because the method requires initial guesses on the priors,

which are shape parameters of beta distribution (a and b)

such, that F = a/(a ? b), to avoid a dependence of final

results on these guesses, analyses were conducted starting

from three initial sets of parameters (a = b = {0.1,1,5}).

Each set determines the same mean (F = 0.5) but implies

very different shape (and variance) of the prior distribution.

Results

Genetic variation

While scoring phenotypes, special care was taken to

incorporate only those loci, which showed a stable

migration pattern and peak intensity across samples. Using

four combinations of primers, we reliably scored 95 marker

loci in O. barnabita and 101 loci in P. marmorata. Addi-

tional fragments were present but could not be scored

either because of the difficulty to distinguish between two

or more fragments of a similar mass or due to a vague

amplification. FST -outlier method revealed some loci to be

positively exceeding neutral expectations in the two spe-

cies (4 loci in O. eremita and 12 in P. lugubris), leaving 91

and 89 neutral loci for further analyses. Populations of

P. marmorata showed higher level of diversity, both in

terms of proportion of polymorphic loci and heterozygosity

(Table 1). The average unbiased expected heterozygosity

for all populations was equal to 0.209 ± 0.002 for

O. barnabita and 0.290 ± 0.002 for P. marmorata, while

the average proportion of polymorphic loci was 0.635 and

0.805, respectively. Populations of O. barnabita were more

differentiated with respect of both parameters, e.g. heter-

ozygosity in O. barnabita ranged from 0.160 to 0.303,

while in the second species this range was smaller (from

0.270 to 0.306). A higher degree of differentiation in

O. barnabita in comparison with P. marmorata was also

demonstrated by FST index (0.110 and 0.027, respectively).

Spatial genetic structure

Mantel test showed that matrices of genetic and geographic

distances between studied populations were correlated

(r = 0.518 for O. barnabita and r = 0.264 for P. marmo-

rata, both values significant at p \ 0.05). Also individual-

based autocorrelation analysis revealed significant relation-

ships between genetic and geographical distances in both

species (Fig. 2). All descriptive measures of spatial genetic

structure were significantly different from zero (Table 2). As

can be expected under isolation-by-distance, the nearest

neighbours exhibited the highest kinship, which then

decreased about log-linearly with increased distance

(Fig. 2). In O. barnabita, there was a strong kinship among

individuals sampled at the single tree level (fij = 0.263), and

positive pair-wise kinship coefficients values for individuals

living up to 10 km apart. Autocorrelations over ca. 10 km
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were negative and the correlogram was distinctly greater

from zero for distances up to 100 km, after which it levelled

off and showed no clear difference from zero. In P. mar-

morata, spatial structuring was much less intensive. Only

individuals in the closest distances (up to 250 m) showed

significant spatial autocorrelation. All three parameters

characterizing spatial genetic structure, i.e., the kinship

among beetles collected in the same tree (fij(1)), the slope of

the log-linear regression (b1), and the spatial genetic struc-

ture intensity measure (Sp), were significantly higher in

O. barnabita than in P. marmorata (p \ 0.001) (Table 2).

Gene flow estimates

Using the iterative procedure implemented in the SPAGeDi

software, under the assumption of isolation-by-distance, we

estimated the two characteristics of gene flow intensity: the

Wright’s neighbourhood size (Nb) and the axial variance of

dispersal (r), the latter being a measure similar to the mean

dispersal distance. The results from the analysis are shown

in Table 3. Generally, the presence of convergence for

most realistic values of assumed effective density (De)

suggests a good agreement between the observed

correlograms and the theory of isolation-by-distance in

O. barnabita. In P. marmorata, however, values of Nb and

r could not be estimated due to lack of convergence or the

estimates were loaded with large variances, indicating that

the assumptions of isolation-by-distance could be violated

for this species. Our data show that O. barnabita is char-

acterized by at least 3–6.5 times smaller neighbourhood

size and than P. marmorata. Similar conclusions apply to

the dispersal parameter (1.7–2.5 times smaller in O. bar-

nabita), as a result of the stronger spatial genetic structure

in O. barnabita. The axial variance of dispersal in that

species was estimated to be about 500 m for the highest

values of effective density for which the simulation

achieved convergence (50 individuals/km2).

Inbreeding

For each species three independent analyses were run, each

starting from different initial values of the prior beta distri-

bution (see ‘‘Materials and Methods’’). All analyses con-

ducted for each species converged to almost the same

posterior distributions of the inbreeding coefficient (Table 3)

even though these initial prior distributions differ much in

shape (from concave to convex curves). Also the likelihood

behaviour across different priors (e.g. similar average and

standard error values of LogL) proved that the model was

stable. The analyses revealed substantial inbreeding of the

studied populations. The mean individual inbreeding coef-

ficient was slightly higher in O. barnabita than in P. mar-

morata, ranging from 0.174 to 0.181 and from 0.104 to 0.114,

respectively, depending on initial values of the prior beta

distribution. Nonetheless, O. barnabita and P. marmorata

did not differ statistically in F at p = 0.05, as can be deduced

from wide credible intervals (Table 4).

Discussion

Spatial genetic structure

Our analysis of spatial genetic structure of two beetle

species dependent on tree hollows strongly indicates that

Fig. 2 Average kinship coefficients between pairs of individuals

plotted against the logarithm of geographical distance in the whole

population. The observed value of pairwise kinship coefficient for

mean value of each distance class, its 95 % confidence interval

obtained under the null hypothesis that genotypes are randomly

distributed (dashed line) and standard error obtained by jack-knifing

over loci (error bar) are shown

Table 2 Summary statistics of spatial genetic structure estimated for

the two study species, O. barnabita and P. marmorata: fij(1)—the

average kinship in the first distance class (individuals in one tree),

b1—slope of the log-linear regression between distance and kinship,

Sp—descriptive measure of spatial genetic structure intensity

Species fij(1) b1 Sp

O. barnabita 0.263 (0.042) -0.011 (0.002) 0.016 (0.002)

P. marmorata 0.056 (0.006) -0.003 (0.0003) 0.006 (0.003)

Standard deviations are given in parentheses
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these insects are highly influenced by limited gene flow and

isolation by distance (Wright 1943). In particular, the high

kinship coefficients at short distance classes are in good

agreement with presumed restricted dispersal. Although

both species showed significant spatial population structure

resulting from limited gene flow, the intensity of spatial

structure was higher in O. barnabita, the species with a

more restricted ecological niche and presumably more

limited flying propensity, compared to P. marmorata, the

species with a broader ecological niche and less con-

strained dispersal ability. Similar patterns of isolation-by-

distance were previously reported for other comparisons of

related species differing in niche breadth or details of life

history (e.g. Brouat et al. 2003; Soto et al. 2007; Oddou-

Muratorio et al. 2010). However, most studies have been

devoted to sessile plants, and there are only a few species-

pair comparisons available for saproxylic invertebrates.

Ranius and Douwes (2002) compared the genetic structures

of two saproxylic pseudoscorpion species, Larca lata and

Allochernes wideri, with considerable differences in eco-

logical specialisation. Isolation-by-distance was moderate

in the more specialised species and was lacking in the

generalist, although the authors concluded that these dif-

ferences did not point to differences in dispersal rates

because larger differentiation between sites in the more

specialised species could be attributed to its smaller pop-

ulation size. Jonsson et al. (2003) compared the genetic

structure of the threatened tenebrionid beetle Oplocephala

haemorrhoidalis, living in sporocarps of a bracket fungus,

and its common relative Bolitophagus reticulatus. The

genetic differentiation between studied populations and

isolation-by-distance were apparent in the rare and spec-

ialised O. haemorrhoidalis, but weak in the more wide-

spread B. reticulatus.

It should be noted, however, that the results cited above

are not fully comparable with ours because the inferences

about dispersal abilities were made with a different

approach. In most dispersal studies of animals, dispersal is

inferred as ‘numbers of effective migrants’ (Nem) between

populations from F-statistics under the assumption of

Wright’s (1931) island model. Isolation-by-distance is then

assessed by regressing log-transformed Nem estimates

against the log-transformed geographic distances separat-

ing discrete populations (Slatkin 1993). Furthermore,

population-based metrics of genetic distance such as FST—

based statistics assume an island model of population

subdivision, which may not be an appropriate

Table 3 Estimates of gene flow intensity under the assumption of isolation-by-distance: Nb—the Wright’s neighbourhood size (as a number of

individuals), r—axial variance of dispersal (in meters), De—assumed effective population density (individuals/m2)

De (ind/km2) O. barnabita P. marmorata

Nb r Nb r

1,000 NE NE NE NE

500 178.8 (NE) 237.8 (NE) NE NE

100 137.5 (NE) 449.6 (NE) NE NE

50 78.9 (35.0) 501.3 (110.2) NE NE

10 45.3 (8.9) 849.4 (82.5) 224.9 (396.4) 1,872.8 (1,536.3)

5 44.0 (36.6) 1,183.5 (423.1) 198.5 (100.7) 2,513.5 (613.0)

1 55.4 (14.5) 2,969.3 (378.7) 167.6 (42.1) 5,165.4 (648.4)

0.5 51.4 (23.0) 4,045.6 (856.5) 336.0 (183.8) 10,220.6 (2,564.4)

0.1 NE NE 208.0 (304.7) 18,196.9 (12,492.9)

0.05 NE NE 232.3 (125.6) 27,193.2 (7,052.7)

0.01 NE NE NE NE

Standard errors estimated by jackknifying over loci are given in parentheses

NE not estimated due to the lack of convergence

Table 4 Average inbreeding coefficient (F) estimates for O. barna-
bita and P. marmorata

a,b F 95 % CI LogL

O. barnabita

0.1 0.174 [0.085, 0.304] -5,197.64 (11.065)

1.0 0.181 [0.090, 0.309] -5,197.05 (10.668)

5.0 0.181 [0.088, 0.297] -5,197.55 (10.614)

Mean 0.179

P. marmorata

0.1 0.106 [0.051, 0.181] -7,154.22 (9.597)

1.0 0.104 [0.048, 0.177] -7,154.00 (9.537)

5.0 0.114 [0.0523, 0.197] -7,153.62 (9.837)

Mean 0.108

a,b values of a and b parameters of the prior beta distribution used to

infer about F, 95 % CI 95 % credible interval around F, LogL the

average log-likelihood of data across the Markov Chain (standard

deviation of LogL in parentheses)
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approximation of the real structure. Such population-based

approach dramatically reduces the number of observations

for pair-wise comparisons, which is especially disadvan-

tageous for species that are rare and difficult to sample.

Analysis of spatial autocorrelation provides an alternative

way to study isolation-by-distance and could be more

appropriate in cases when island habitat structure is less

apparent. Information on dispersal distances may be

inferred from patterns of population spatial genetic struc-

ture by fitting the Wright’s (1943) model of isolation-by-

distance, where genetic variation among individuals is not

random due to limited dispersal. Moreover, an individual-

based model reduces the number of samples required to

achieve high statistical power. In an extensive simulta-

neous study of demographic and genetic data sets, Watts

et al. (2007) demonstrated that the pattern of spatial genetic

structure provides an estimate of Nb (Rousset 1997, 2001),

which is equivalent to that obtained from ecological

observations.

In our study, we tried to show that differences in spatial

genetic structure between O. barnabita and P. marmorata

may be a function of habitat availability. Despite the fact

that we choose closely related species with overlapping

distributions, thus controlling for both phylogenetic and

geographic effects, there could be, however, alternative

explanations of observed patterns. First of all, differences

could also be impacted by different population histories.

Differences in effective population size could result in

faster drift in one species, resulting in faster lineage sorting

and more pronounced genetic structure. These species may

have different recolonization histories after the last glacial

period, either due to intrinsic factors of each beetle species,

or due to different dynamics of the trees that they live in.

Unfortunately, our data are insufficient to test these addi-

tional hypotheses, providing perspectives for further

studies.

Gene flow estimates

Our estimates of gene flow intensity depended much on the

assumed effective population density, which in fact is

unknown for the studied populations, and can be even

lower than assumed, as the number of individuals in each

generation contributing to gene pool is often limited

(Frankham 1995). Nevertheless, our estimates suggest that

gene flow in O. barnabita is fairly limited and could be

moderate in P. marmorata. As it was expected, the inten-

sity of gene flow was greater in the less specialised

P. marmorata, which has a larger number of potentially

suitable trees to occupy. This finding is in line with the

assumption that costs of dispersal are increasing when the

density of suitable habitat patches is decreasing and their

distribution is becoming less predictable (Travis and Dy-

tham 1999). However, estimates of dispersal in P. mar-

morata were loaded with large variances, indicating that

the assumptions of isolation-by-distance could not be met

due to high levels of gene flow or due to insufficient

sampling design (area sampled).

Our results suggest that the dispersal ability of O. bar-

nabita could be one order of magnitude larger than those

suggested by previous mark-release-recapture and tele-

metric studies performed on Swedish populations of the

sister species O. eremita (Ranius and Hedin 2001; Hedin

et al. 2008), which pointed to 60 m as an average dispersal

distance. In O. barnabita, the axial variance of dispersal, a

measure very close to the average distance of dispersal,

was estimated to be at least 200 m. Comparison of

molecular and direct estimates would be very instructive

for understanding dispersal propensity of O. barnabita,

but such direct estimates are currently lacking for the

studied populations. A mark-release-recapture experiment

on O. barnabita was recently performed in the area under

study using pheromone traps (Svensson et al. 2009, 2011).

In total, 43 captures of 34 females were recorded, with

seven females recaptured once and one female recaptured

twice. All but one recapture were done on the same tree or

its closest vicinity, indicating limited dispersal propensity.

However, it should be noted that one female moved 780 m

between two sites of the study area. A similar observation

was done in western Poland by Mokrzycki et al. (2008)

who followed one individual of O. barnabita flying from

one group of oaks to another about 400 m away, and in

France, where the range of movements of radio-tagged

O. eremita reached almost 700 m (Dubois and Vignon

2008). These observations indicate that dispersals over

several 100 m may be common not only in O. barnabita, but

also in other populations of the O. eremita species complex.

Observations of longer movements of hermit beetles are

also well corroborated by experiments with tethered flight

performed on O. eremita (individuals from French popu-

lation, Dubois et al. 2009a, b, 2010), which revealed that

during a single flight the distance of 1.4 km may be

reached, and the maximal total flight distance of 2.4 km

was observed. The differences in dispersal distances

observed between Osmoderma populations from different

geographic regions of Europe may be explained by various

selective pressures acting on the beetles in different land-

scape types (low vs. high landscape connectivity; Wiens

2001). For example, the studied populations in Sweden

inhabit relatively large oak stands with high densities of

suitable trees but surrounded by inhospitable matrix,

whereas Polish or French populations inhabit large net-

works of trees in avenues which may function as efficient

dispersal corridors and thus facilitate long-range

movements.
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Inbreeding

Individual inbreeding coefficients are of great interest for

conservation biologists, mainly because of the risk of

inbreeding depression that in turn might drive the extinc-

tion of small populations (O’Grady et al. 2006). Unfortu-

nately, data on inbreeding levels in saproxylic invertebrates

are scarce, and according to our knowledge, no previous

estimates of inbreeding in beetles of the genera Osmoder-

ma nor Protaetia are currently available. In this study, the

levels of inbreeding were estimated using AFLP markers

and a Bayesian approach, which takes full advantage of

multi-locus data, and to our knowledge, this is the first

study of insects where individual inbreeding coefficients

have been estimated with dominant markers. Previous

studies on inbreeding in saproxylic invertebrates have used

allozyme data at a population level based on Wright’s

F-statistics. In general, large effective population size and

the lack of assortative mating should prevent inbreeding.

For example, using isozymes Ranius and Douwes (2002)

detected no inbreeding in two species of pseudoscorpiones

living in tree hollows. These small-bodied pseudoscorpions

form large, almost panmictic populations in tree cavities

with no signs of mating between relatives. However, sig-

nificant inbreeding may result from the bottleneck during

population establishment as it was observed in saproxylic

Ptinidae (Hamilton 1978). These beetles produce wingless

generations after successful colonisation of decaying wood

by few winged individuals, forming an inbreeding ‘multi-

plication phase’. Winged adults appear only when the

substrate quality deteriorates forcing the population to find

a new habitat patch (Hamilton 1978).

Inbreeding may also result from restrictions in dispersal

due to low spatial connectivity among populations. For

example, in Apasis puncticeps, an Australian tenebrionid

beetle dependent on decaying Eucalyptus logs, inbreeding

in a local population increased with decreasing connec-

tivity of the habitat patch (number of potential dispersal

barriers between a fragment and the continuous forest;

Schmuki et al. 2006). Both mechanisms, i.e., small effec-

tive number of founder individuals during habitat coloni-

sation, and restricted gene flow between habitat patches,

may potentially be responsible for substantial amounts of

inbreeding in both O. barnabita and P. marmorata. The

latter species should be less prone to inbreeding due to the

greater extent of gene flow, but our data did not reveal such

a difference. We could only speculate that the less mobile

species could have developed efficient mechanisms to

avoid mating between related individuals.

In our study, individuals of both species sampled within

one tree showed a high kinship coefficient (0.267 in

O. barnabita and 0.072 in P. marmorata). The kinship

coefficient is a measure of relatedness between two

individuals. It represents the probability that two genes,

sampled at random from each individual are identical (e.g.

the kinship coefficient between a parent and an offspring is

0.25, Lange 1997). Our data thus show that beetles col-

lected within one tree were highly related, especially in

O. barnabita, where groups of males sampled on the same

tree trunks when emitting their sex pheromone were full

brothers. A presence of highly related males on the same

trunk can possibly be explained by a lack of dispersal since

metamorphosis, which could be explained by noting that:

(1) males don’t need to disperse because they actively

attract females; (2) they already inhabit a suitable hollow

tree that can further attract females; (3) brothers can

cooperate to attract females more effectively; (4) they don’t

need to seek food intensively. On the other hand, females

need to disperse mainly because they need to seek oppor-

tunity for insemination. Thus, it seems that sex-specific

costs of dispersal would select for sex-biased dispersal in

the genus Osmoderma and the sex mainly responsible for

effective dispersal is females. Some earlier results support

this hypothesis—for example, during a radio telemetry

study Hedin and Ranius (2002) found that 71 % of the

tagged females of O. eremita ceased to be locatable, while

the corresponding proportion in males was only 20 %.

Although the authors attribute the higher rate of contact

loss in females to differing behaviour of the two sexes

(more digging movements within tree hollows when laying

eggs, combined with a damage of the transmitter or the

antenna), an alternative explanation is that some females

had dispersed out of the study area, especially if the search

radius during the study was limited to 800 m. Also,

examples of the longest detected flights of hermit beetles

cited in the previous section were noted in females. Sex-

biased dispersal seems to be very likely in studied beetles,

especially since even small differences in dispersal costs

and profits could result in a severe bias in dispersal

between sexes (Gros et al. 2008). However, further spe-

cifically dedicated studies (including those based on sex

linked loci, Prugnolle and de Meeu 2002) are needed in

that field.

Inbreeding is usually seen as a negative phenomenon,

which reduces individual fitness. However, moderate

inbreeding levels might be even advantageous under some

circumstances (reviewed by Perrin and Goudet 2001). First,

outbreeding may result in the breakdown of locally adapted

gene complexes (for examples, see Sagvik et al. 2005).

Second, the cost of dispersal may outweigh those of

inbreeding, especially when taking into account the high

mortality during the dispersal stage (Johnson et al. 2009)

and low probability of finding a suitable habitat patch in a

fragmented landscape (With and King 1999). Finally,

inbreeding facilitates achieving a high level of relatedness

between individuals, which might be advantageous as a
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prerequisite for the evolution of cooperation between

individuals (Hamilton 1964). In our study, groups of

pheromone-emitting O. barnabita males sampled on the

same tree trunk were found to be full brothers. Whether

this result can be explained by kin selection to increase

attraction of conspecific females for mating or by severe

inbreeding of beetles within individual tree hollows needs

further study.

Implications for conservation

The knowledge on population genetic consequences of

habitat fragmentation for saproxylic species is limited

(Ranius 2006), although such information is extremely

important for planning appropriate conservation measures

for species of this endangered fauna. In particular, the

estimates of dispersal abilities allow for determining

acceptable levels of habitat fragmentation. The results of

this study show that P. marmorata should not be regarded

as critically endangered in Poland as was proposed by

Bunalski (2008). This species has a wide spectrum of host

trees (Oleksa et al. 2006), and quite large dispersal pro-

pensity, which enables colonisation of suitable trees also at

more isolated sites (Oleksa and Gawroński 2006). On the

other hand, we found that the studied population is sig-

nificantly inbred, probably because of a small effective

population size. Consequently, we propose to classify the

status of P. marmorata in Poland as ‘‘near threatened’’ or

‘‘least concern’’ according to IUCN criteria (IUCN 2003).

In contrast, the data obtained for O. barnabita in this study

confirm that this species could be potentially endangered

by isolation by distance, but it is probably less affected by

loss of habitat continuity than previously thought based on

the data obtained for sister species O. eremita (Ranius and

Hedin 2001; Hedin et al. 2008). It should be emphasized

that the dispersal capacity was assessed in a landscape of

high connectivity, which was ensured by the reticular

structure of avenues with trees planted along roads. Such

habitat structure facilitates the dispersal of saproxylic

organisms even if they have limited dispersal potential.

Unfortunately, the current need for infrastructure devel-

opment and traffic safety improvement has caused large-

scale cutting of roadside trees, and the decline of mature

trees in cultural landscapes posses the most serious threat

for the maintenance of hermit beetles and related species in

Poland (Oleksa 2009) as well as other parts of Europe

(Carpaneto et al. 2010; Nieto and Alexander 2010). In

order for conservation efforts to be successful, there is an

urgent need to determine not only the dispersal propensity

of saproxylic beetle species, but also to understand how

their potential to colonise new habitat patches depends on

the density of suitable trees in the landscape.

Additionally, further studies are needed to relate indi-

vidual inbreeding of Osmoderma beetles with their fitness.

As discussed above, elevated inbreeding could have

harmful consequences for fitness of studied beetles or just

the opposite—some inbreeding and the existence of dis-

tinct kin structure could be even advantageous. Because no

data on inbreeding depression are available, further studies

are needed to resolve whether these features should be

treated as disadvantageous or rather nature of a species

(due to evolutionary strategy). The resolution of this matter

is urgent taking into account the currently used conserva-

tion measures during felling of trees for infrastructure

development. A common practice is the translocation of

individuals from the felled trees to the existing populations.

This kind of refill of foreign genes can be advantageous if

the inbreeding has detrimental effect on population sur-

vival. However, if there is an intrinsic genetic advantage

resulting from some level of inbreeding, then special care

should be taken when translocating Osmoderma beetles

between distantly related populations to avoid outbreeding

depression.
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